We propose a new transport protocol, TCP 
Introduction
The flexibility and popularity of TCP/IP [20, 191 COUpled with the premise of high speed communication using emerging ATM technology have prompted the network research community to propose and implement a number of techniques that adapt TCPDP to ATM network environments, thus allowing these environments to smoothly integrate (and make use of) currently available TCP-based applications and services without much (if any) modifications [ l l ] . However, recent studies [7, 15, 221 have shown that TCP/IP, when implemented over ATM networks, is susceptible to serious performance limitations.
The poor performance of TCP over ATMs is mainly due to packet fragmentation, which occurs when an IP packet flows into an ATM virtual circuit through the AAL5 (ATM Adaptation Layer 5). AAL5 acts as an interface between the IP and ATM layers. It is responsible for the task of dividing TCP/IPs large data units (i.e., the TCPDP packets) into sets of 48-byte data units called cells. Since the typical size of a TCP/IP packet is much larger than that *This work has been partially funded by NSF grant CCR-9308344. of a cell, fragmentation at the AAL is inevitable. In order for a TCPLP packet to successfully traverse an ATM switching network (or subnetwork), all the cells belonging to that packet must traverse the network intact. The loss even of a single cell in any of the network's ATM switches results in the corruption of the entire packet to which that cell belongs. Notice however that when a cell is dropped at a switch, the rest of the cells that belong to the same packet still proceed through the virtual circuit, despite the fact that they are destined to be discarded by the destination's AAL at the time of packet-reassembly, thus resulting in low effective throughput.
There have been a number of attempts to remedy this problem by introducing additional switch-level functionalities to preserve throughput when TCPDP is employed over ATM. Examples include the Selective Cell Discard (SCD)' [2] and the Early Packet Discard (EPD) [22] . In SCD, once a cell c is dropped at a switch, all subsequent cells from the packet to which c belongs are dropped by the switch. In EPD, a more aggressive policy is used, whereby all cells from the packet to which c belongs are dropped, including earlier cells still in the switch buffer. Notice that both SCD and EPD require modifications to switch-level software to be aware of IP packet boundaries-a violation of the layering principle that was deemed unavoidable for performance purposes in [22] .
The simulation results described in [22] show that both SCD and EPD improve the effective throughput of TCP/IP over a single ATM switch. For realistic, multi-hop ATM networks the cumulative wasted bandwidth may be large, and the impact of the ensuing packet losses on the performance of TCP is likely to be severe. 2 To understand these limitations, it is important to realize that while dropping cells belonging to a packet at a congested switch preserves the bandwidth of that switch, it does not preserve the A B W B R bandwidth at all the switches preced-'Also called Partial Packet Discard (PPD) in [22] .
2Analytical comparisons for multi-hop networks appear in [6] .
ing that (congested) switch along the virtual circuit for the TCP connection. Moreover, any cells belonging to a corrupted packet which would have made it out of the congested switch will continue to waste the bandwidth at all the switches following that (congested) switch. Obviously, the more hops separating the TCP/IP source from the TCP/IP destination, the more wasted ABFUUBR bandwidth one would expect even if SCD or EPD techniques are used. This wasted bandwidth translates to low effective throughput, which in turn results in more duplicate data packets transmitted from the source.
In this paper, we present a new transport protocol, TCP Boston, that turns fragmentation into an advantage for TCPDP, thus enhancing the performance of TCP in general and its performance in ATM environments in particular. The rationale that motivates the design of TCP Boston lies in our answer to the following simple question: Could U partial delivery of a packet be useful? Our answer is yes. In other words, the en route loss of one fragment (or more) from a packet does not render the rest of the fragments belonging to that packet useless. TCP Boston manages to make use of such partial information, thus preserving network bandwidth. At the core of TCP Boston is the Adaptive Information Dispersal Algorithm (AIDA), an efficient encoding technique that allows for dynamic redundancy control. AIDA makes TCP/IPs performance less sensitive to cell losses, thus ensuring a graceful degradation of TCP/IP' s performance when faced with congested resources.
AIDA: An Introduction
AIDA is a novel technique for dynamic bandwidth allocation, which makes use of minimal, controlled redundancy to guarantee timeliness and fault-tolerance up to any degree of confidence. AIDA is an elaboration on the Information Dispersal Algorithm of Michael 0. Rabin [21] . To understand how IDA works, consider a segment S of a data object to be transmitted. Let S consist of m fragments (hereinafter called cells). Using IDA'S dispersal operation, S could be processed to obtain N distinct pieces in such a way that recombining any m of these pieces, m 5 N , using IDA'S reconstruction operation, is sufficient to retrieve S. The dispersal and reconstruction operations are simple linear transformations using irreducible polynomial arithmetic and can be performed in real-time. 3 The dispersal operation amounts to a matrix multiplication that transforms the m cells of the original file into the N cells to be dispersed. The N rows of the transformation matrix [ z i j ] j v x m are chosen so that any m of these rows are mutually independent, which implies that the matrix consisting of any such m rows is not singular, and thus inversible. This guarantees that reconstructing the original file from any m of its dispersed cells is feasible. Indeed, upon receiving any T 2 m of the dispersed cells, it is possible to reconstruct ~~ 3For more details, we refer the reader to [21, 4] the original segment through another matrix multiplication. Several redundancy-injecting protocols have been suggested in the literature, whereby redundancy is injected in the form of parity, which is only used for error detection and/or correction purposes [14] . The IDA approach is radically different in that redundancy is added uniformly; there is no distinction between data and parity. It is this feature that makes it possible to scale the amount of redundancy used in IDA. Indeed, this is the basis for Adaptive IDA (AIDA) [SI. Using AIDA, a bandwidth allocation operation is inserted after the dispersal operation but prior to transmission as shown in figure 1 . This bandwidth allocation step allows the system to scale the amount of redundancy used in the transmission. In particular, the number of cells to be transmitted, namely n, is allowed to vary from m (i.e., no redundancy) to N (i.e., maximum redundancy). In order to appreciate the advantages that AIDA brings to TCP Boston, we must understand the main difficulty posed by fragmentation. When a cell is lost en route, it becomes impossible for the receiver to reconstruct the packet to which that cell belonged unless: (1) there is enough extra (redundant) cells from the packet in question to allow for the recovery of the missing information (e.g., through parity), or ( 2 ) the cell is retransmitted.
The first solution above suggests the use of spatial redundancy to mask erasures (cell losses). While feasible, such a technique may be quite wasteful of bandwidth (since the redundant information will have to be communicated whether or not erasures occur), and is not likely to help when cell losses exceed the forward erasure capacity of the encoding scheme, which is almost certainly the case since cells are typically dropped in "batches" when switches run out of buffer space. An example of the use of this approach is the study in [SI, which suggests the use of Forward Error Correction (FEC) for real-time, unreliable video communication over ATM. In that study, FEC was shown to allow the trading of bandwidth for timeliness. FEC' s performance was shown to depend on many parameters including the network load, the level of redundancy injected into FEC traffic, and the percentage of connections (traffic) using FEC. FEC was shown to be most effective when corruption is restricted to few cell erasures per data block (e.g., video frame).
Similar to FEC, AIDA supports the use of spatial redundancy to mask erasures. Furthermore, when incorporated with TCP, AIDA allows this support to be fully integrated within the flow control mechanism of TCP, thus making it possible to perform forward error correction without necessarily overloading the network resources. For example, if network congestion is detected, one could increase AIDA's level of spatial redundancy (thus protecting against likely cell drops), while decreasing TCPs congestion window size (thus protecting against buffer overflow by reducing the number of bytes "on the wire"). This integration of redundancy control and Row control in a reliable transport protocol4 could be quite valuable for real-time communication as reported in [5] .
The second solution above suggests the use of temporpl redundancy to recover from erasures. Two possibilities exist-each representing an extreme in terms of the functionality required at the sender and receiver ends. The first extreme would be for the receiver to do nothing, and simply wait for the sender to automatically retransmit all cells from the packet in question as would be dictated by TCP's packet acknowledgment protocol. This is exactly what current adaptations of TCP over ATMs do (including the SCD and EPD techniques). As we explained before such an approach is not cffectivc in tcrms of its use of available bandwidth, especially in multi-hop networks. Of course it has the advantage of being quite simple to implement since it requires no additional functionality at the sender and receiver ends. The other extreme would be for the receiver to keep track of which cells are missing and then to request retransmission of only those cells. This technique, which we will revisit later in this paper, has the advantage of being effective in terms of its use of available bandwidth, but may result in considerable overhead, especially when the level of fragmentation (i.e. number of cells per packet) is high.
The incorporation of AIDA in a TCP protocol allows us to strike a critical balance between the above two extremes. To explain how this could be done, consider the following scenario. The sender disperses an outgoing mcell segment (packet) into N cells, but sends a packet of only m of these cells to the receiver, where N > > m. Now, assume that the receiver gets r of these cells. If r = m, then the receiver could reconstruct the original segment, and acknowledge that it has completely received it by informing the sender that it needs no more cells from that segment. If r < m, then the receiver could acknowledge that it has partially received the packet by informing the sender that it needs (m-r) more cells from the original segment. To such an acknowledgment, the sender would respond by sending 4FEC is not a reliable transport mechanism. a packet of ( m -T) fresh cells (i.e. not sent the first time around) from the original N dispersed cells. The process continues until the receiver receives enough cells (namely m or more) to be able to reconstruct the original segment.
First, using AIDA, no bandwidth is wasted as a result of packet retransmission or partial packet delivery; every cell that makes it through the network is used. Moreover, this cellpreservation behavior is achieved without requiring individual cell acknowledgment. Second, using AIDA, no modification to the switch-level protocols is necessary. This stands in sharp contrast to the SCD and EPD techniques, which necessitate such a change. The incorporation of AIDA into TCPLP over ATMs requires only additional functionality at the interface between the IP and ATM layers (i.e., the AAL), which we discuss later in the papcr. The transmission window manager can be customtuned to meet the spatial redundancy requirements of particular applications or services. For example, time-critical applications may require that the level of spatial redundancy be increased to mask cell erasures (up to a certain level), and thus to avoid retransmission delays should such erasures occur. By avoiding such delays, the likelihood that tight timing constraints will be met is increased (at the expense of wasted bandwidth).
TCP Boston: Overview and Implementation
The purpose TCP Boston is to provide a reliable transfer of data for end-to-end applications. The protocol, when properly tuned, can be implemented over both ATM and packetswitched networks. But, since it is designed in such a way that it takes advantage of ATMs relatively small 53-byte cells, it can achieve a high performance gain when it is deployed over ATM networks. The main functions included in the protocol are: session management, segment management, andj9ow control and transmission.
Session Management: The protocol manages a TCP session in three phases: a connection establishment phase, a datu transfer phase, and a termination phase. The pur-
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pose of these phases, as well as the functions performed therein, generally follow those of current TCP implementations, except that information specific to IDA which are required by the receiver for reconstruction purposes (such as the value of m for example), are piggy-backed onto the protocol packets during the three-way handshaking at the connection establishment phase. and then prepares m -T additional cells from the desired segment in a single new packet that will be transmitted at the next retransmission time. This process continues until the receipt of an ACK from the receiver indicating that the segment has been successfully reconstructed, in which case any remaining cells from that segment are discarded from the sender's buffer.
Notice that the partial delivery of a packet does not result in updating the received-segment number for the re5For efficiency, such information could be permanently "crxled" into TCP Boston. ceiver's TCP window manager.6 Also, an ACK signaling a partial packet delivery does not cause an increase in the sender's congestion window. Rather, it acts as a hint to the sender to update the number of cells included in the next packet retransmission.
In our current implementation, the protocol is composed of three modules: a Session Management Module, a Segment Management Module, and a Flow Control Module. Each of these modules executes the corresponding function described in the previous section. Figure 3 depicts the configuration and interaction of the three modules for both the sender and the receiver.
The use of TCP Boston in ATM environments requires a modification to the AALS functionality; namely, AALS must allow the reassembly of partial IP packets when ATM cells are missing, instead of simply discarding such packets. To that effect, we propose two simple solutions. The first is that AALS could simply insert dummy cells in place of any missing cells.7 If the assembled IP packet is to traverse other subnetworks, the insertion of these dummy cells may be deemed wasteful of bandwidth. The second solution remedies this by requiring AALS to simply pack the available cells into an IP packet (i.e. no dummy cells are inserted), and to update the IP headers to reflect among other things, the new (shorter) length of the IP packet.
For simulation purposes, we tuned the system so as to use no spatial redundancy. We chose to do so for three reasons: (1) We wanted to evaluate the effectiveness of TCP Boston in dealing with fragmentation. This required that our measurements be unaffected by the forward error correction capability provided by AIDA, which is enabled through spatial redundancy. (2) We wanted to compare the performance of TCP Boston with that of other TCP implementations (e.g., TCP Reno [16]) with and without switchlevel enhancements (e.g., EPD [22] ). Since these other protocols do not support forward error correction, this feature of TCP Boston had to be turned off. (3) To work properly, the dynamic redundancy control mechanism of TCP Boston requires a congestion avoidance algorithm that provides accurate forecasting of network congestion. An example of such an algorithm is the one used in TCP Vegas, which provides better congestion forecast by detecting the incipient stages of congestion before losses start to accrue (rather than using the loss of segments as a signal of congestion) [9] . TCP Reno, which was the best available option in the simulation package at the time of our experiment, is reactive (rather than proactive), and thus would not bring much performance benefits when used to forecast congestion for the dynamic redundancy control mechanism in our protocol. 
TCP Boston: Performance Evaluation
In this section we present the results of our experimental evaluation of TCP Boston. For a more detailed treatment, we refer the reader to [6] .
Simulation Environment
As shown in Figure 4 , the simulated network consists of 16 source nodes and 1 sink node, where all the nodes are connected to a single switch node. The link bandwidth is set to 1.5 Mbps with propagation delay of 10 msec. The link bandwidth does not represent any particular technology. It was chosen to simulate a relatively low bandwidth-delay product network. This configuration simulates a WAN environment with a radius of 3,000 km and a bottleneck link bandwidth of 1.5 Mbps. The parameters used in the simulation include the TCP packet size, the TCP window size, and the switch buffer size. Three different packet sizes were selected to reflect maximum transfer unit (MTU) of popular standards: 576 bytes for IP packets, 1,500 bytes for Ethernet, 4,470 bytes for FDDI link standards [17] , and 9,180 bytes which is the recommended packet size for IP over ATM [3] . The values for the maximum TCP window size are 8, 16, 32, and 64 kB. Buffer sizes used for the ATM switch are 64,256, 512, 1,000,2,000, and 4,000 cells.
The LBNL Network Simulator (ns) [ 121 was used for both packet-switched and ATM network simulations. To simulate TCP Boston, we modified ns extensively to implement the three main modules described in the previous section. Since ns is originally designed to support packetswitched network environments, major modifications were necessary to allow it to support ATM-like network environments. In particular, the essential functions of AAL5 were added to simulate the handling of IP packets (i.e., fragmentation and reassembly of IP packets) [ 1, 131 . Also, the link layer of ns has been modified to include basic functions of ATM switches and virtual circuit management. The ns package has also been enhanced to allow for the gathering of additional performance statistics, such as effective throughput (hereinafter interchangeably termed goodput), cell loss rate, effective packet loss rate, and response time.
Performance Characteristics of TCP Boston
We measured the performance of TCP Boston versus that of TCP Reno using four metrics: loss rate, response time, retransmission rate, and effective throughput, Unless otherwise noted, each one of the graphs presented in this section portrays one of these performance metrics (on the y-axis) as a function of the switch buffer size (on the x-axis). The function is shown as a family of curves, each corresponding to one of the four different packet sizes considered. Figure 5(a) shows the loss rates of Reno and Boston over an ATM network. The loss rate for Reno refers to the packet loss rate caused by cell drops at the ATM switch. In both plots, as the size of the switch buffer decreases, the loss rate gradually increases until the buffer size reaches 50 kB. From this point on, the loss rate for Reno grows exponentially toward the marginal buffer size, while the the loss rate for Boston increases at a much slower pace, except for the largest packet size. The ratio between Reno's loss rate and Boston's loss rate increases toward the marginal buffer size. This increase is more pronounced as the packet size increases. This is because, as the packet size increases, the number of cells per packet increases, and the chance of a cell in a packet being dropped at a switch increases (as a result of fragmentation), which results in a packet loss under Reno. For small buffer sizes, this phenomenon becomes more remarkable, resulting in near 100% packet loss rate for Reno when the buffer size is smallest. On the contrary, using Boston, cells that are not dropped will be accumulated for eventual packet reconstruction at the receiver end, thus reducing the chance of repeated retransmissions. This leads to a relatively lower cell loss rate.
According to our simulation results, the ratio between Reno's loss rate and Boston's loss rate ranges between 1.7 and 2.4, which means that about one half of the cells in a packet are dropped by switch buffer overflow on average. The plots for retransmission rates for both Boston and Reno are almost identical to the plots for cell loss rates shown in figure 5(a) , and thus were omitted from this paper, Figure 5(b) shows the effective throughput (goodput) for Reno and Boston under a 64 kB TCP window size. The effective throughput refers to a throughput where only the bytes that are useful at application layer are considered.
The goodput of Reno stays low, especially for largersize packets, throughout the entire range of buffer sizes, while that of Boston approaches the optimal level near 100 kB buffer sizes and stays almost optimal for larger buffer ranges. The low goodput of Boston under small buffer size is caused by the link idle time (since all the cells that pass through the link are counted as useful cells). The link idle time is the result of the interaction between the 16 sourcesink pairs, each of which runs under TCP (Reno in our case) flow control algorithm. Recent studies on network traffic have shown that TCP can augment traffic self-similarity, which causes performance degradation especially when the buffer space is limited [18] . In Reno's case, the extremely low goodput at small buffer sizes turned out to be the result of the wasted bandwidth due to cells that pass through the bottleneck switch but get discarded at AAL5, as well as the link idle time that affects Boston. Table 1 compares the average response time of the two protocols under 64 kB TCP window size. The response time in the table represents an average time taken for an application at a higher layer to receive a byte.
For buffer sizes between 3.5 kB and 13.5 kB, Reno's average response time increases hyper-exponentially for the two larger packet sizes, and the ratio between Reno's response time and Boston's response time increases sharply. As the bottleneck buffer size decreases, the cell drop rate increases, resulting in a larger number of packets being corrupted and discarded for Reno, which in turn results in the retransmission of the same packet repeatedly, and hence sharply increasing Reno's response time. For Boston, the increased cell drop rate results in a proportional amount of additional cell transmissions (but not as many as in Reno's case), which results in a gradual increase in response time. On the other hand, as the buffer size increases, less cells are lost, increasing the probability of successful packet transfer in a minimal number of rounds, which in turn results in good response times for both protocols, with Boston edging Reno by a margin of 7 pseclbyte on average. Notice So far, the results we have presented for Boston and Reno were under a TCP window size equal to 64 kB. The results for the two protocols under window sizes of 32 kB, 16 kB, and 8 kB show a gradual convergence in the performance of the two protocols as the window size decreases. Figure 6 shows the impact of a small 8 kB TCP window size. ceived for the same packet) is reduced, which in turn, increaSeS the probability that the sender will not decrease the congestion window (not to mention the possibility that it may even increase it>.
to counting them as lost ones) is likely to impact thc flow control behavior by making it less sensitive to network congestion, and thus somewhat more aggressive in its use of network bandwidth. To understand how this could happen, it suffices to note that using Boston, retransmitted packets are smaller (containing only the pending number of cells) and thus more likely to be delivered intact. Therefore, the likelihood that a sender utilizing TCP Boston will detect a packet loss (as a result of repeated acknowledgments reDespite Boston's aggressive use of bandwidth, our experiments confirmed that it conserves the basic dynamics of the underlying TCP flow control. Figure 7(a) shows the traffic pattern of Reno (left) and Boston (right) for the first 100 seconds in 700 simulated seconds when single TCP server is active in the network (the total bytes measured per second are plotted on the y axis as a function of the elapsed time in seconds plotted on the x axis). The bottleneck switch buffer size was set to 27 kB (512 cells), which resulted in a cell drop rate of 2.3% for Boston and a packet drop rate of 4.9% for Reno. The top two graphs show the total bytes measured at the input port of the bottleneck switch (i.e., total bytes generated by the source), the middle two show the total bytes passing through the bottleneck link, and the bottom two represent the total bytes accepted by the receiver-end. In the top and middle graphs, Boston (right) and Reno (left) do not show visible differences in the amount of total bytes, though Boston generated 3.2% more traffic than Reno during the entire period of the 700 simulation seconds.
The bottom two plots show the dramatic difference between the two protocols, where Boston's acceptance and Reno's discarding of incomplete packets result in a big gap between the two protocols in the plots. In particular, Boston showed 7.83% increase in the effective throughput over Reno in this scenario. ' The low effective throughput of Reno is the result of AAL5 cell discards and the smaller average TCP window size at the Reno's TCP sourceg. The aggregated traffic when the 16 TCP sources are competing is captured in figure 7(b) , where Boston achieved a 78.9% effective throughput, whereas Reno achieved 59.1 %.
The above experiments as well as others (not included in this paper) show that as the number of TCP sources increase, the performance gap between Boston and Reno is more pronounced. This is because resources (such as switch buffers) become limiting factors as more TCP sources compete for them. In our experiments, we have observed that while packet size, window size, and switch buffer size play important roles that affect performance, TCP Boston was consistently able to provide a more gracefully degrading performance (compared to TCP Reno) when network resources become limited.
Summary
In this paper we presented TCP Boston, a novel, fragmentation-tolerant TCP protocol, especially suited for ATM network environments. TCP Boston integrates a standard TCP/IP protocol (such as Reno or Vegas) with a powerful encoding mechanism based on AIDA (an adaptive version of Rabin's IDA dispersal and reconstruction algorithms [21] ). We have presented our implementation of TCP Boston and have shown its performance superiority through simulation method, when compared to TCP techniques that are more vulnerable to fragmentation, namely TCP Reno and TCP Reno with EPD switch-level enhancements.
8The effective throughput of Reno was 83.170, whereas that of Boston was 89.6%.
gThe average window size of Boston during the 700 simulation seconds was 27.7 kB (Le., 3.02 segments), and Reno maintained an average window size of 23.9 kB (i.e., 2.57 segments).
